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Proposal Basics: “With Many Eyeballs All Bugs are
Shallow”
Community submission of prior art

Phase I: Novelty Determination and Locating Prior Art

Ideally-suited to peer review because it enunciates a
clear goal, requires only minimal participation and lends
itself to self-selection on the basis of expertise.   An
expert knows instantly whether an invention is
reminiscent of earlier work.  Designed right, the software
can make participation for a network of scientific and
innovation experts clear and easy.

  Create online system to publish patents to expert peer
reviewers

  Enable participants to sign up for specific categories of art
  Experts to self-select participation
  Solicit wide array of expert participation
  Allow participants to rate and rank prior art







Imagining the Future: Mock-Ups of an Online Peer
Review System



























Prior Art Submission and Peer Review: Possible
Design Ideas
Reviewable applications published to experts by means of RSS or
email feeds

Visualizations used to encourage participation, e.g. indicate how
many applications are likely to be received and time left to respond

Community adds “tags” to applications to build a classification
folksonomy and create “communities of art”

Reviewers visit application’s webpage in order to identify most
relevant claims

Experts submit prior art on consenting applications

Prior art is tagged to specific claims

Commentary and discussion permitted by consent

Community of experts rates the prior art submissions to produce
rank-ordered list

Reviewers can take on different roles: ranking claims, submitting art,
reviewing art

Examiner receives ordered list of art

Those who submitted art eventually used by the examiner receive
positive ratings

FOR MORE DETAILS, PLEASE VISIT PROJECT WEBSITE



Proposal Basics: Citizen Juries
Consult the community jury as a proxy for the PHOSITA

Phase II: Obviousness Determination

The obviousness determination could be aided by
a small group of relevant experts acting as a
consultative citizen jury to aid the examiner.
Members of the expert community evaluate and
rate each other’s participation. The patent
examiner coordinates the back-and-forth colloquy
with the inventor.

  Make logon harder, e.g. credit card: persistent
pseudonymity

  Create small group panels to assess prior art and
consult with examiner

  Make participation practical and short
  Use reputation software to enable the community to

rate its own experts
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